
6 I ASA HOLIDAYS - KOREA

ASA 8D EXCLUSIVE
FUN IN KOREA + 
JEJU SHINHWA 
WORLD

JEJU ISLAND

SEOUL

(Passport Ticket)

6 Hotel Breakfasts / 4 Lunches
/ 4 Dinners

INCHEON / GANGHWADO ISLAND

All 6 Nights 5  Hotel
(Shinhwa World Hotel & Resort
ASA Exclusive 3 Nights) 

• Shinhwa World Theme
Park • Shinhwa World Water
Park • Alpaca Farm
• Seongsan Sunrise Peak
• Snoopy Garden
• Jeju Seongeup Folk Village

• Lotte World Adventure 

• Ikseon-dong Hanok Alley
• Korean Taekuk Ginseng Gallery
• Korean cosmetics store
• World of K-Pop Dance Learning
• Myeong-dong
• The Painters Hero
• Healthy Liver Showroom
• DIY Gimbap Experience + Wear 
Hanbok Experience

• Songwol-dong Fairy Tale Village
• Eco-friendly Electric Car
• Jjajiangmyeon Museum
• Shinpo Fashion St. and Shinpo 
Traditional Market
• Ganghwa Anglican Cathedral 
• Joyangbangjik Café 
• Ganghwa Sochang Experience
Center • Ganghwa Seaside Luge

KOREA -
KFJS8 -

DAY 1
SINGAPORE Q INCHEON 
Assemble at Singapore Changi Airport 
and begin your holiday with a pleasant 
flight to Seoul.

DAY 2
INCHEON - GIMPO Q JEJU 
- Lunch: Jjajiangmyeon Set Menu / Dinner: 
Abalone Seafood Hotpot -
Upon arrival, meet and greet with 
our local representative. Proceed 
to Songwol-dong Fairy Tale Village, 
which is filled with the wonderful theme 
of the village by decorating classic fairy 
tales all around. Enjoy the ride in an Eco-
friendly electric car around Incheon’s 
Gaehangjang St. and Chinatown. 
Afterwards, visit the Jjajiangmyeon 
Museum, which is one of the first 
Jjajangmyeon themed museums in Korea 
and focuses on the traditions as well as 
the history of the Korean-style Chinese 
dish. It seems like a must-eat dish in 
Korea. Next, visit Shinpo Fashion St. and 
Shinpo Traditional Market in Incheon, 
especially famous for fried chicken 
called “Dakgangjeong”. Transfer to Gimpo 
domestic airport. 

DAY 3
JEJU
- Hotel Breakfast -
The highlight of the day is the visit to 
Shinhwa World Theme Park (3 major 
attraction tickets), which makes you feel 
like you’ve stepped into a giant animated 
world. Continue to have fun at the 
Shinhwa World Water Park, which has an 
indoor park open all year, so get ready for 
an exhilarating day of wet and wild fun. 
Jeju Shinhwa World is Korea’s first world-
class resort complex. It covers an area 
of 2.5 million square meters, including 

Shinhwa Theme Park, Water Park, Lions 
Gate, Transformers Autobot Alliance, Jeju 
Shinhwa World Resort, Casino, Shinhwa 
Food Street, etc. 

DAY 4
JEJU
- Hotel Breakfast / Lunch: Jeju Black Pork 
Bulgogi / Dinner: Chicken Steamboat -
Today, proceed to Alpaca Farm, loved 
by all ages and enjoy happy moments 
where you can get up close and personal 
with these lovable creatures with a hand 
feeding experience session. Next, visit 
the UNESCO World Natural Heritage 
Site – the Seongsan Sunrise Peak. The 
Peak resembles a great ancient castle 
when seen from a distance. Its crater is 
surrounded by the volcanic ashes that 
were created when lava touched the cold 
sea more than 100,000 years ago. At its 
peak, be swept away by the panoramic 
view of the ocean. Thereafter, we will 
proceed to Snoopy Garden, which is 
a museum and park based around the 
characters from the cartoon Peanuts. 
The indoor Garden House has five halls 
with the themes of relationships, daily 
life, relaxation, happiness, and dreams. 
While 11 outdoor gardens blend Jeju’s 
natural features. A visit to Snoopy Garden 
is a great opportunity to relax and take 
some unique photos. Thereafter, visit 
Jeju Seongeup Folk Village, which has 
restored scenes of the village to those of 
the 1890s. The Village is the island’s main 
tourist attraction, where customs from the 
old days can be explored. You can admire 
the amazing scenic beauty of Jeju as well 
as experience the traditional culture.
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Note:
1. In the event of local religious festivals, unforeseen 

circumstances and/or bad weather conditions, 
the sequence of the itinerary may be changed or 

altered. Alternative attractions will be substituted 
without prior notice and/or at short notice in order 

to ensure a smoother journey and tour.
2. All bookings will be subject to the terms and 
conditions stipulated in this brochure.
3. Admission and entrance ticket will be included 
when specified.
4. Minimum group size of 16 passengers is required 

for a confirmed departure. Group size of 15 and 
below will solely be at the discretion of ASA 
Holidays and passengers need to accept the 
arrangement.
5. The tour is conducted in Mandarin.
6. All hotel ratings are based on local standards. In 

the event that accommodation in the stated hotel 
is unavailable, it will be replaced by another hotel 

of similar standards. 
7. During major events, accommodation may not be 
in the city mentioned.
8. ASA Holidays recommends that you to buy travel 
insurance for your trip to ensure coverage.
9. All flights are subject to change without prior 
notice.
10. In the event of discrepancies between English 
and Chinese itinerary, please refer to the English 
version.
11. Room types are based on run of the house and 
allocated by respective hotels. ASA Holidays will 
not be responsible for the differences in the room 
allocated.
12. For groups of 26 passengers and above, we will 
have a tour manager to accompany the tour 
throughout.

DAY 5
JEJU Q GIMPO – SEOUL 
- Hotel Breakfast / Lunch: Famous 
Ganghwa Ginseng Chicken Soup / Dinner: 
Cockle Bibimbob - 
This morning, will transfer to a domestic 
airport for the domestic flight back to 
Seoul. Upon arrival, proceed to Ganghwa 
Anglican Cathedral, a cathedral of the 
Anglican Church’s Diocese of Seoul, 
opened on November 15, 1900, also 
known as Ganghwa-eup, Ganghwa 
county. It is the first Hanok-style 
cathedral in Korea as well as the first 
one on Ganghwado Island. Next, visit 
Joyangbangjik Café, the old textile 
factory that transformed into a café 
and feel the charm of the vintage style. 
Enjoy a drink and have fun posing for 
photos there! Painting experience with 
sochang cotton at the Ganghwa Sochang 
Experience Center. Continue to proceed 
to Ganghwa Seaside Luge. It also has 
Asia’s largest luge track (1.8km/2lines), 
allowing visitors to enjoy the thrilling 
experience of speeding down a hill. 

DAY 6
SEOUL
- Hotel Breakfast / Dinner: Korean BBQ 
Buffet -
We’ll go to Lotte World Adventure Park 
this morning (unlimited rides passport 
ticket included)! Within this mega-
complex lie department stores, duty-free 
shops, a sports complex and a skating 
rink. Lotte World offers enjoyment of 
every kind with something to offer for 
everyone, such as getting to meet Lotte 
and friends. Next, proceed to Ikseon-
dong Hanok Village was formed around 
the 1920s and has a unique architectural 
style that combines tradition and 
modernity. Its narrow, winding alleys are 
full of cafés and restaurants.

DAY 7
SEOUL 
- Hotel Breakfast / Lunch: Michelin 
restaurant satisfy Pork Knuckle Set - 
After breakfast, proceed to the Korean 
Taekuk Ginseng Gallery. Today, dive 
into the World of K-Pop Dance Learning 
and experience being a K-Pop Dancer 
while learning dance steps from the 
instructor. Next, enjoy shopping at the 
Korean Cosmetics Store, where Korea-
manufactured beauty products are 
available at affordable prices. Last but 
not least, contiune, “Shopping sensations 
in Myeong-dong” has always been the 
number one tourist attraction in Seoul 
and a must-see for foreign tourists. The 
reason is that Myeongdong has the 
highest land price in Korea, the floating 
population can reach more than one 
million a day, and it is the most famous 
shopping and sightseeing spot in Korea.
Enjoy The Painters’ Seasone II is an 
innovative non-verbal performance that 
stages the entire process of painting 
combined with incredible visual effects 
and a witty blend of mime, dance and 
comedy. 

DAY 8
SEOUL - INCHEON Q SINGAPORE 
After breakfast, proceed to the Healthy 
Liver Showroom, The main ingredient 
of Huganbao, Hovenia dulcis fruit stalk 
extract powder HD-1, Premium, was 
selected from the Hovenia dulcis tree 
by the research of Dr. Luo Tianxiu for 
10 years, using high and low molecular 
separation methods, which is very 
effective for the liver functional effect. 
Following that, you will enjoy the DIY 
Gimbap and Hanbok Experience. Do you 
know the Netflix K-drama “Extraordinary 
Attorney Woo”? This time you can make 
Gimbap like Woo! A unique Korean travel 
experience [in traditional costumes] 

is also available. Put on the ancient 
traditional Hanbok and capture the lovely 
shadow in the antique traditional Hanok- 
style scene. You will be transferred to the 
airport for your flight back to Singapore. 
We hope that you had a memorable 
vacation with ASA Holidays.

ECO-FRIENDLY ELECTRIC CAR GANGHWA SEASIDE LUGE ALPACA FARM


